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Abstract

State-sponsored online influence operations typically consist
of coordinated accounts exploiting the online space to influ-
ence public opinion. Accounts associated with these opera-
tions use images and memes as part of their content genera-
tion and dissemination strategy to increase the effectiveness
and engagement of the content. In this paper, we present a
study of images from the PhoMemes 2022 Challenge origi-
nating from the countries China, Iran, Russia, and Venezuela.
First, we analyze the coordination of images within and
across each country by quantifying image similarity. Then,
we construct Image-Image networks and image clusters to
identify key themes in the image influence operations. We
derive the corresponding Account-Account networks to vi-
sualize the interaction between participating accounts within
each country. Finally, we interpret the image content and net-
work structure in the broader context of the organization and
structure of influence operations in each country.

Introduction
The global information environment connects the physical,
information, and cognitive domains. Engagements in the
physical and information domains shape people’s world atti-
tudes, beliefs, and world views in the cognitive domain. The
rise of the internet age and the development of social media
platforms provides state and non-state actors a unique op-
portunity to exploit the information environment to conduct
influence operations (Stout 2017).

Influence operations can be broadly defined as coordi-
nated, integrated and synchronized efforts to accent com-
munications to affect attitudes and behaviors (Larson et al.
2009). Several frameworks have been proposed to charac-
terize influence operations: a process of defining broad ob-
jectives then zooming into detailed strategies and deploying
negotiation techniques (Larson et al. 2009); fusing internet
and military concepts in a kill-chain approach Bergh (2020);
mapping pathways of information on social media platforms
(Ng and Taeihagh 2021), and characterizing narrative and
network maneuvers (Carley 2020).

Studies have indicated that China, Iran, Russia, and
Venezuela have substantial state capacity and resources ded-
icated to conducting influence operations (Bradshaw and
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Howard 2019). In addition, these countries’ coordinated in-
fluence operations can be categorized in terms of their con-
tent and communication features (Alizadeh et al. 2020).
Prior work identified Twitter posts from Russia as spread-
ing propaganda and politically biased information during the
2016 US election (Badawy et al. 2019). There is also strong
evidence of automated social media manipulation operations
stemming from Iran (Bradshaw and Howard 2017).

State-sponsored accounts do not rely solely on textual
content but also leverage the expressive power of images,
e.g., using politically and ideologically-charged memes
(Rowett 2018). The use of images contributes to increasing
message engagement (Wang et al. 2020), which can influ-
ence online political opinion (Schill 2012). While there is a
long stream of work analyzing texts used in influence oper-
ations, image analysis in the context of influence operations
has been less studied.

In this paper, we begin filling this gap by analyzing the
use of images by state-sponsored accounts in information
diffusion. We adopt network-based approaches in analyz-
ing and comparing the coordination structures among the
four countries. This approach draws connections between
images to indicate their similarity, then further draws con-
nections between accounts when they both coordinate via
sharing a similar image. The resultant networks allow visual
inspection and comparison of the image and account coor-
dination structure that describes the influence operation of
each country. Implementing an unsupervised image compar-
ison and clustering approach provides more flexibility than
pre-defined categories in a supervised setting. It is capable
of adapting as images and memes evolve during the course
of an influence operation. We not only examine the image
and account coordination structure through a computational
pipeline but also contextualize the observations with the in-
fluence operation capabilities of each country as a backdrop.

Contributions. Using images obtained from identified
Twitter inauthentic accounts from four countries, we analyze
the image-based influence operations by country and collec-
tively. In this study, we make the following contributions:

1. We develop a systematic methodology for analyzing co-
ordinated image dissemination as part of an influence op-
eration strategy. We analyze the use of images in influ-
ence operations in four countries and cross-country im-
age coordination through image similarity networks.



2. We compare the coordination strategy of accounts
in image information dissemination through Account-
Account networks across the four countries.

3. We provide an overview of the image messaging strategy
of each country in the broader context using studies on
the structure and organization of influence operations in
each country.

Related Work
Influence Operations. Social media is an effective tool
for influencing individuals’ opinions (Bakshy et al. 2011).
The coordinated operation to influence the opinions of large
groups of people can threaten the social fabric, as witnessed
in the spread of #StopTheSteal narratives during the 2021
Capitol Riots (Ng, Cruickshank, and Carley 2021). Charac-
terizing, understanding, and eventually forecasting how on-
line mediated interactions influence social cohesion and col-
lective decision-making is part of an emerging field of study
called social cybersecurity (Wang, Sun, and Zhu 2020; Car-
ley 2020).

The detection of influence operations on social media is
no easy task, as these inauthentic state-sponsored accounts
put much effort into masking their activity, thus appearing
indigenous to their target platform (Alizadeh et al. 2020).
Frameworks for detection of coordinated activity based on
high levels of common actions have been proposed and stud-
ied in the context of high profile events such as the 2016 US
Presidential Elections and the 2021 ReOpen America protest
campaigns (Weber and Neumann 2020; Magelinski, Ng, and
Carley 2022). To handle the evolution of campaigns across
time and the differences in influence operations by different
groups, supervised machine learning frameworks leveraging
content, networks, and user features help identify signals of
campaigns (Varol et al. 2017). In order to associate possible
sources to the detected influence campaigns, biases in word
embedding vectors have been harnessed as a technique to
detect target groups (Alizadeh et al. 2020).

Prior research used linguistic analyses to characterize the
thematic content and evolution of part-of-speech and stylis-
tic features during the 2016 US Presidential elections (Boyd
et al. 2018) and detect signatures of state-sponsored in-
fluence operations through word embeddings (Toney et al.
2021).

Image Analysis. An image speaks a thousand words.
Much of the work on image analysis in social media has
been in meme identification and comparison (Beskow, Ku-
mar, and Carley 2020), image sentiment and emotion anal-
ysis (Wang and Li 2015; Ng and Carley 2021), person-
ality analysis through profile pictures (Liu et al. 2016),
and profiling natural disasters and epidemics (Schreck and
Keim 2013; Nguyen et al. 2017). Other image analysis work
dwells on breaking down YouTube and TikTok videos into
image frames and leveraging their comments to character-
ize the propagation of themes (Hussain et al. 2018; Ng et al.
2021).

Recent work analyzing themes in image clusters used to
incite freedom fighters (Ng and Carley 2021) and charac-
terizing the content shared by state-sponsored Russian trolls

(Zannettou et al. 2020) marks a shift in research to lever-
age image analysis to better understand influence operations.
In particular, Zannettou et al. (2020) constructed network
graphs representing the similarity of images of inauthen-
tic Russian accounts and observed that these accounts are
highly efficient in spreading political images in attempts to
sow discord online during dividing events.

Image similarity assessment techniques typically involved
distance-based functions such as the Euclidean distance be-
tween vectors containing information about invariant image
features (Di Gesu and Starovoitov 1999). Image feature sig-
natures have been constructed based on texture, shape, and
color of objects(Kelly, Cannon, and Hush 1995). Using a
combination of image feature values that include grayscale,
color, motion, orientation, etc., Manovich (2012) compared
one million digital comic book images and clustered them
into themes. We build on this legacy and harness image simi-
larity analysis techniques to characterize image coordination
during influence operations. More advanced techniques in-
clude simulation to find image variants (Morel and Yu 2009).
We build on this rich legacy and harness image similarity
metrics to characterize image coordination during influence
operations.

Methodology
Dataset. The images are obtained from the inauthentic ac-
counts dataset from the authenticity.training data
from PhoMemes 2022 Challenge1. These images come from
state-linked information operations originating from China,
Iran, Russia, and Venezuela identified by Twitter Trans-
parency Center (Twitter 2021). This dataset contains 3801
images from China, Iran, Russia, and Venezuela.

We do not remove repeated images because the presence
of repeated images can indicate coordination tactics, i.e.,
amplification or diffusion of images. However, in the ab-
sence of additional metadata about the users or timestamp
of the images, we thus focus on the image similarity coordi-
nation structure.

Ethics. We worked with the publicly available PhoMemes
dataset and did not try to deanonymize account information.

Image Feature Extraction. We implement image fea-
ture extraction with Python Tensorflow. Each image is re-
sized to a tensor with (244, 244, 3) dimensions as an input
to the pre-trained ResNet50 image model (He et al. 2016).
The image model thus represents the image in terms of a
2048-dimensional vector via 50-layers of convolutional neu-
ral networks trained on more than a million images with
1000 object categories.

Image-Image Network. We construct a k-Nearest Neigh-
bors Image-Image similarity network. For each image, we
perform a pairwise comparison between the other images
in the comparison set by calculating the Euclidean distance
between the two image vectors. To ensure flexibility of our
method, we set the number of clusters k to be k = logN ,
where N is the number of images of the comparison set,
thus adjusting k to the size of the data. A set of k images is
said to be similar based on shared image features.

1https://phomemes.github.io



We then constructed an Image-Image network graph
GI = (VI , EI) where VI is the set of nodes {VI1 , VI2 ...VIn}
representing images and EI(VIj , VIk) represents an edge be-
tween two image nodes j and k if the images j and k are
similar to each other. In short, a node represents an image,
and edges represent the extent of similarity between two ad-
jacent images. We lay GI out with a ForceAtlas2 layout. We
did this for images within each country and across all images
in the dataset. We interpret networks in terms of (a) cluster-
ing coefficient, a measure of the degree to which the nodes
in a graph tend to cluster together; and (b) fragmentation,
the measure of the disconnectivity of the nodes in the graph.

Image Clustering. We perform network-based image
clustering to identify the key narratives spread through the
images. We first segregated the Image-Image network graph
using the Louvain clustering algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008).
Then we identify the top six clusters with the most number
of images and manually interpret each image cluster.

Account-Account Network. To represent the coordina-
tion of accounts through similar images, we folded the
Image-Image network to form an Account-Account To rep-
resent the coordination of accounts through similar images,
we folded the Image-Image network to form an Account-
Account network for each country and all the accounts in the
dataset. In this, the Account-Account network graph GA =
(VA, EA) where VA is the set of nodes {VA1

, VA2
...VAn

}
representing accounts and EA(VAj

, VAk
) represents an edge

between two account nodes j and k they have images that
are similar to each other. In short, a node represents an ac-
count, and edges represent the extent of similar images of
two adjacent accounts. We lay GA out with a ForceAtlas2
layout.

Results
Our method produces noticeable results in terms of the re-
sulting structure of the image-to-image network, account-to-
account network, and the top image clusters.

Image-Image Network. We list the network level metrics
in Table 1. We use these metrics to reason about the level
of coordination in the use of images for influence opera-
tions. China has the highest clustering coefficient, indicating
a higher coordinated use of images than Iran and Venezuela.
All networks but Russia exhibit some fragmentation that
may represent noise or attempts not to appear coordinated
by state actors. The lack of fragmentation in Russia’s net-
work means that every image is similar to at least one other
image in the Russian network.

We visualize the Image-Image networks by country in
Figure 1. Differences in the clustering coefficient metric can
be observed through the network structures: China, Iran, and
Venezuela’s networks can be visually segmented. In con-
trast, the network of Russia displays a single centralized
cluster. The presence of isolate nodes that line the outer cir-
cle of the networks shows the fragmentation of the Image-
Image networks and the image themes.

The image model and similarity measure picks up on
general image features such as faces, scenes, and words
(memes) in images. This aids us in uncovering visual fea-
tures used by one or many actors in the same country/event.

From the Image-Image network graph of all countries, we
observe an interwoven graph, showcasing that images from
these four countries generally build on threads from each
other. However, some threads are unique to specific coun-
tries, represented by the stray network lines sticking out of
the core network.

Account-Account Network. In Figure 2 we display the
Account-Account networks for each country. We find that
the networks are densely connected, consistent with the na-
ture of the data, which are accounts identified for coordi-
nated inauthentic behavior by Twitter. Interestingly, we ob-
served varying levels of connectivity between accounts, as
evidenced by the edge weights. Accounts with stronger con-
nectivity indicate a larger number of similar image pairs be-
tween them. Nodes that are strongly connected may help
identify the main coordinators of the influence campaigns.
Unfortunately, we do not have the account details in this
dataset and are thus unable to identify additional character-
istics of the central coordinating accounts.

Country-Country Network. We further represent the
Image-Image and Account-Account networks for all coun-
tries in Figure 3 to showcase the image coordination inter-
action between all four countries. We observe that Iran, Rus-
sia, and Venezuela have strong ties between images and ac-
counts, i.e., many images within these three countries are
similar to each other. They have many accounts connected
through image similarity.

Table 1: Network level metrics for Image-Image networks

Country Images Clustering Coefficient Fragmentation
China 598 0.140 0.108
Iran 890 0.110 0.107
Russia 1106 0.113 0.000
Venezuela 1207 0.112 0.149

Image Clustering. Figure 4 displays representative im-
ages of the top six network clusters obtained through the
Louvain clustering algorithm for each country’s network.
We find that the top clusters reveal distinct and coherent top-
ics for each country. In general, the clusters reveal country-
specific themes and influence operations. We also find image
clusters of memes – images with word overlay – highlight-
ing the use of memes by inauthentic accounts to disseminate
information and ideology, probably in a coordinated fashion.

Discussion
We utilize past forensic evidence and studies on social media
behavior, training, and funding estimates as a guide to inter-
preting our results. We highlight common tactics, account
interaction, and communication styles for each country in
terms of our image and network analysis results.

China has a high level of coordination and vertical in-
tegration from political party to agencies contributing to
influence operations (Bradshaw and Howard 2017). There
have been estimates that there are over millions of well-
trained personnel contributing to influence operations, and
the presence of activity-based reward systems (Bradshaw
and Howard 2017; Han 2015; King, Pan, and Roberts 2017).



(a) China (b) Iran (c) Russia (d) Venezuela (e) All Countries

Figure 1: Image-Image Network. Nodes represent images. While the images are small to fit the screen, this figure emphasizes
the network structure derived from image similarity metrics. Edge widths represent the similarity between two images. The
salient clusters are depicted in Figure 4.

(a) China (b) Iran (c) Russia (d) Venezuela (e) All Countries

Political AccountsInauthentic Accounts
Figure 2: Account-Account Network. Nodes represent inauthentic accounts. Edge widths represent the number of similar im-
ages between the two accounts. Adjacent nodes with thicker edges represent a higher number of similar images shared between
the two accounts.

(a) Image – Image Network (b) Account – Account Network

Figure 3: This figure provides the country by country similar image network. In (a), we size nodes by the total number of
images, and in (b), we size nodes by the number of unique authors. In (a) and (b), link weights are sized by the number of
similar images shared between countries.
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Figure 4: Representative images of the top six image clusters obtained through the Louvain clustering algorithm



Tactics of Chinese influence operations include pro-China
messaging, suppressing or censoring messages that counter
China’s interests, and shifting attention away from essential
issues (Bradshaw and Howard 2019; Singer and Brooking
2018).

Seen through this lens of knowledge about Chinese influ-
ence operations, we find three distinct lines of effort in the
resulting image clusters for China. First, in row 2, we find
memes mocking Guo Wengui, an exiled Chinese billionaire.
Second, in row 6, images of the same Chinese billionaire
are accompanied by phrases of repentance. Finally, in rows
1, 3, 4, and 5, we find images of lifestyle themes (luxury
goods, food, travel, and pop stars). The use of lifestyle type
images may be an attempt by influence campaign organiz-
ers to leverage popular topic groups of China’s rising mid-
dle class in an attempt to build a following around its main
influence operation (Barton, Chen, and Jin 2013), but more
importantly, to brand its influence efforts as direct communi-
cation with the global public (Bund 2021). The Image-Image
network’s structure and high clustering coefficient may cor-
relate to high-level coordination and integration of influence
operations.

Iran exhibits a fraction of China’s capacity for conduct-
ing influence operations, with approximately 20,000 prac-
titioners (Bradshaw and Howard 2017). Tactics of Iranian
influence operations include pro-government messaging, at-
tacks on the opposition, and suppressing or censoring mes-
sages that counter Iran’s interests (Bradshaw and Howard
2019). Image-based tactics include suppressing political dis-
sidents using political hate speech, vulgar speech, counter-
speech, and religion & societal topics (Kargar and Rauch-
fleisch 2019).

Russia has a well-funded, well-trained, and highly co-
ordinated influence operation apparatus (Bradshaw and
Howard 2017). On top of utilizing similar tactics as dis-
cussed with Chinese and Iranian capabilities, the Russian in-
fluence operations also focus on driving division and polar-
ization in specific countries or alliances (Arif, Stewart, and
Starbird 2018; Thornton 2015).

The Russian Image-Image network is highly connected,
with no isolated images, which may further indicate the
high-level coordination in the countries’ influence opera-
tions. Its Account-Account Network is also highly con-
nected and has more edges within the accounts than the other
countries’ networks. In the resulting image clusters for Rus-
sia, we find three distinct lines of efforts. First, evidence of
attempts to drive division within the US political landscape
in rows 3 and 6 through distorting images of Democratic
party candidates and promoting divisive topics in the US
media. Second, there are military-based and political-based
images in rows 1 and 2, possibly associated with the NATO
alliance and its opposition. Finally, we see a line of effort
linking lifestyle themes of food and travel, similar to the ob-
servations of Chinese influence efforts.

Venezuela employs multiple bridges of people for in-
fluence operations in roughly 500-person teams and uti-
lizes pro-government messaging, attacking the opposition,
distraction, and suppression tactics (Bradshaw and Howard
2019). There is also evidence that Venezuela is starting to

copy Russian approaches to influence operations (Lucas and
Nimmo 2015).

The Venezuela Image-Image network features the most
isolates, suggesting a good proportion of images are dis-
connected from the central messaging theme. Many of
Venezuela’s isolated images are images of ”Breaking News,”
with different news headlines, suggesting one of the
Venezuelan strategies is to tweet about breaking news to dis-
guise themselves as a news feed.

There are varying levels of connectedness between nodes
in the Account-Account network, which may result from the
organizational structure of the Venezuelan influence opera-
tion personnel.

In terms of image clusters, we see three clear lines of ef-
fort. First, in rows 1 and 2, there are political memes. These
memes follow a basic template of an image with words writ-
ten in large white Impact font. In contrast, memes by China
have cartoon characters; those by Iran are comic-looking,
suggesting that Venezuela’s effort in meme generation may
be more primitive than the other countries. Second, in row
3, are images of key areas of political tensions like the South
China Sea and the United States. Lastly, in rows 4 and 6 are
images of protests and rallies.

All Countries In Figure 4 we find that Iran, Russia, and
Venezuela have images and memes of U.S. politicians within
their top six clusters, while China does not. After folding
the Image-Image networks and Account-Account networks,
we find strong connections, in terms of shared images, be-
tween Iran, Russia, and Venezuela and weaker connections
between all three countries and China. Figure 3 displays the
folded networks. The high correlation of similar images be-
tween Iran, Russia, and Venezuela could indicate coordina-
tion between countries or possibly sharing tactics for influ-
ence operations. Further research would be needed to sub-
stantiate this observation.

Limitations and future work. The primary limitation of
this study is the PhoMemes challenge data set itself. The im-
ages are studied in isolation from the texts and other meta-
data features of the tweets and users, thus losing essential
knowledge to understand the intended influence operations
better. Additionally, the data may suffer from selection bias
and a lack of transparency on how Twitter identified the ac-
counts as part of influence operations.

The limitations in data provide excellent avenues for fu-
ture work in studying the use of images in combination with
other features in the Tweets. In particular, with tweet and
user meta-data, we will construct directed network graphs to
identify the diffusion of images across user-to-user all com-
munication networks. Another branch of analysis will entail
analyzing influence operations through image networks by
characterizing observed changes across time.

Conclusion
In this study, we characterize the coordinated image dis-
semination strategy as part of the influence operations of
four countries: China, Iran, Russia, and Venezuela. Using
image similarity techniques, we construct Image-Image net-
work graphs to identify the coordinated clusters of images.



We observe that images from Russia have a single central-
ized messaging, while images from other countries spout
multiple messaging efforts, resulting in isolate nodes in the
Image-Image network graphs. We interpret our network and
image cluster observations through the lens of studies about
the structure and organization of influence operations in each
country, identifying distinct lines of effort in resulting image
clusters for each country. By folding the Image-Image net-
work graph, we construct Account-Account network graphs
to represent the coordination between accounts through the
use of similar images. We observe different levels of con-
nectedness in the network graphs, possibly reflecting the
funding and training of the influence operation apparatus of
each country.

Grouping images and understanding their links are crucial
in large-scale media analytics, aiding deep dives into data
subsets for further analysis. Our work provides an unsuper-
vised method to find and characterize groups of accounts
and images quickly. This method is a critical first step in a
more extensive analysis pipeline for investigating inauthen-
tic coordination activity. We hope that our work provides a
preliminary investigation method to aid researchers in un-
derstanding the strategic spread of visuals on social media
as part of coordinated influence operations.
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